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Leo
Keyword: I will

The Explorers of the Human Soul: 
C. G. Jung and A. Machado

                          Carl Jung                                  Antonio Machado

Father, if it be Thy will,
decide these things for us, let not these decisions
be left to simple men, put Thy wisdom
into our hearts, bring to pass by Thyself
whatever things seem good to Thee.
    C. Aiken (The Poet in Granada)288

The famous Swiss psychologist and philosopher Carl Gustav Jung and one 
of the greatest Spanish poets, Antonio Machado considered themselves to 

be extraordinarily pensive and solitary people, whose dreams and visions were 
strange to their fellow men. Jung did not belong to any scientific school; Machado 
kept aloof from any literary groups. 

In sharp contrast with Crane and Hemmingway, Machado and Jung were 
chary of personal references, protecting their lives from the public eye. It was 
even said about both that they spent most of their lives uneventfully.

When Jung finally agreed to work on the story of his life, he named it 
Memories, Dreams, Reflections, explaining that: 

... my life has been singularly poor in outward happenings... I can 
understand myself only in the light of the inner happenings. It is these that 
make the singularity of my life, and with these my autobiography deals.289 

288  Aiken was born in Leo. From Collected Poems, 
II ed, N. Y, Oxford University Press, 1970, p. 653.
289  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, p. 5.
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Machado shared the same singularity, thinking that, “Of all that is in your 
memory, /Only the gift of evoking dreams is worth anything.”290 

Both celestial twins thought that the eventful documentary aspect of life is 
not poetical, and thus not worthy to be dealt with. Their attention was attracted 
to time and to the timeless, to landscapes and to water, to the curious world 
of dreams and to synchronicity, that occasional identity of human and natural 
events.

While Machado described synchronicity in his poetry and in his philosophical 
prose, Jung introduced the concept as “an acausal connecting principle” in his 
pioneering monograph Synchronicity. It is symbolic that these two great men, 
who synchronically thought about synchronicity, and whose whole lives were 
dedicated to uncovering the meaning of dreams and myths, were born celestial 
twins.

To compare their life stories it is of little value to compare the outward events 
only; the real synchronicity in their lives (if such existed) should express itself in 
their inner experiences and in their works. 

Jung wrote: “The way I am and the way I write are unity. All my ideas and all 
my endeavors are myself. Thus the ‘autobiography’ is merely the dot on the i.” 291 
Machado’s life was inseparable from his work and stayed “in perfect accord with 
the simple austerity of his poetry.”292 

It is very difficult to define Jung or Machado as philosophers, psychologists, 
metaphysicians, litterateurs or poets. Perhaps their works were an amalgam of 
all these pursuits. Although Machado is labeled as poet, he took his advanced 
degree in philosophy; his metaphysical poetry, epigrams and prose were on the 
edge between poetry and philosophy. Although Jung is labeled as psychologist 
and philosopher, in 1932 the city of Zürich awarded him its prize for literature. 

Poetry had a special meaning in the lives of Jung and Machado, because 
both believed that only a poet is able to understand the mysterious human soul. 
Machado wrote: “Only the poet can see / what lies in the cloudy depths / of the 
soul / hidden in magic sun.”293 Jung, talking about “the mystical flower of the 
soul” as if echoed him: “Nobody understands what I mean. Only a poet could 
sense it.” 294

Machado defined the poetry by the cryptic words “la palabra en el tiempo” 
[the word in time],295 or more explicitly: “Poetry is the dialogue of mankind, a 
290  A. Machado, Selected Poems of Antonio Machado, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1978, p. 61.
291  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, 
New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, p. xii.
292  Columbia Dictionary of Modern European Literature, 
ed. Smith, Horatio, New York, Columbia University Press, 1963.
293  A. Machado, Selected Poems of Antonio Machado, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1978, p. 51.
294  G. Wehr, Jung. A Biography, Boston, Shambala, 1988, p. 450.
295  A. Machado, Times Alone, 
tr. Robert Bly, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 2.
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dialogue of a man with his own time.”296 The poet’s “own time” (or his Theta-
factor) connected Machado with his celestial twin Jung by the invisible web of 
common psychological patterns. In the choir of mankind their voices are heard 
singing almost in unison. 

This comparative story is an attempt to carry out a possible dialogue between 
these celestial twins; a dialogue that never took place in reality because the paths 
of Jung and Machado never crossed in the physical world. Yet did they, perhaps, 
cross in some higher spiritual realms? 

The highly exceptional phenomenon and the weirdest coincidence in the 
lives of Jung and Machado is that both had multiple personalities or “alter egos” 
(named “No. 1” and “No. 2” in Jung, or “Juan de Mairena” and “Abel Martin” 
in Machado).

 Though psychically healthy people, nevertheless, Jung and Machado talked 
to these wise personalities in themselves and learnt from them the universal truth 
that, “God is in the human heart.”297 

These and other strange parallels are discussed in the following meditations 
woven from the memories, dreams and reflections of Jung and Machado.

Jung and Machado were born on July 26, 1875. 

Both celestial twins were named after their noted paternal grandfathers: the 
professor and physician Carl Gustav Jung and the professor and once governor 
of Seville, Antonio Machado Núnez.

“Men of repute should beware of the dimming of their legend – every celebrity 
lives with one... And lacking a legend, no one passes on into history,” 298 this 
instruction was given by Machado’s alter ego, Juan de Mairena, to his students. 
Following this instruction, Jung and Machado nurtured their own mythological 
stories. Machado was fond of an incident, transformed later by him to a beautiful 
legend about the first meeting of his future parents: 

There were some dolphins who lost their way, and riding the tides, ascended 
the Guadalquiver River, arriving at last as far up as Seville. People came 
down to the river from all over the city, drawn by the extraordinary sight, 
young girls, lovers, and among them my parents, who wanted to see this 
sight that they never had seen.299

The crowd that rushed to the river brought the future parents of the poet 
together. The couple would give Spain two important poets: Manuel born in 1874 
and Antonio born on the outskirts of Seville on the night of July 26, 1875. 

296  A. Machado, Juan de Mairena, 
tr, Ben Belitt, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963, p. 21.
297  Dictionary of Literary Biography, vol. 108, p. 238.
298  A. Machado, Juan de Mairena, 
tr, Ben Belitt, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963, p. 40.
299  A. Machado, Times Alone, 
Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 124.
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Jung was born in the small village of Kesswil on the evening of July 26, 
1875. There was a myth connected with his paternal grandfather, remembered as 
Rector of Basel University and Grand Master of the Freemasons of Switzerland. 
According to family tradition, he was an illegitimate child of Goethe. Intrigued 
by the thought that Goethe might have been his great-grandfather, Jung readily 
communicated this rumor, although there was no evidence to confirm it. Like 
Machado, Jung claimed that “myth is more individual and expresses life more 
precisely than does science.”300

The fathers of both celestial twins were talented, but frustrated, men. 
Machado’s father, Antonio Machado Alvarez, was a lawyer whose career was 
ruined by political enemies at the time of restoration of the Bourbon Monarchy 
in 1874. Afterwards he struggled to make a living as a journalist. At the time 
Antonio was born, his father was a kind of caretaker for the Duke of Alba. 

Jung’s father, Johann Paul Achilles Jung studied Hebrew and Arabic 
languages in Göttingen. His philological work came to a sudden end because of 
a financial crisis in his family. He had to accept the grant of a recently deceased 
relative, which meant entering the church and conforming from then on to this 
unfortunate, for him, choice of profession. Jung would later write about his 
father: “the days of his glory had ended with his final examination. Thereafter he 
forgot his linguistic talent.” 301 Until his death he lived as a village vicar in very 
modest circumstances. 

Machado’s father also had linguistic talent. He collected, studied and 
published Andalusian folk songs known as flamenco poetry. Although a gifted 
philologist, Antonio’s father devoted much of his life to undermining the social 
system. He protested against the immorality of the civil administration, against 
social injustice and especially against the church. Later his fervent anticlericalism 
became his main obstacle to fortune. The Synod of Seville excommunicated his 
readers, suppressing those newspapers which published his articles against the 
church. In 1883 the family moved to Madrid. Machado’s father worked hard as a 
translator and journalist, but the family gradually sank into poverty. He died of a 
stroke in 1893, at the age of 46. 

Jung remembered that because of doing “a great deal of good – far too 
much” his father became a tired, irritable man who fell frequently into angry 
scenes at home.302 As his father’s depressive moods grew worse, Jung felt that 
theology alienated his father from him. He died in 1896, not yet 54 years old. 
The premature death of the father caused the family (Jung’s mother and his 
younger sister) serious financial problems. The father did not have any savings, 
and pensions for widows of clergymen were still unknown. 

In their childhoods Carl as the son of the pastor, and Antonio as the son 

300  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, 
New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, p. 3.
301  Ibid., p. 91.
302  G. Wehr, Jung. A Biography, Boston, Shambala, 1988, pp. 16-17.
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of a convinced anticlerical were exposed to religious themes. As a result, both 
began early their personal religious quests. Paradoxically, biographers claimed 
that Machado had been alienated from the church due to the influence of his 
anticlerical father; Jung wrote that he did not like the church, because his father’s 
theological zeal caused it to become “a place of torment” to him! 303 Jung believed 
in his own secret vision, which he described as a direct experiencing of “God’s 
grace,”304 Machado would later believe that, “poets are made by the Grace of 
God.”305

Why did Jung and Machado not follow the exact paternal (clerical or 
anticlerical) patterns, but instead experience mystic revelations of the grace of 
God? They were born in Leo and had in their natal charts what is called the Sun-
Neptune square (the 90º angle between the Sun and Neptune). Astrology claims 
that religion and ethics are important to Leos because they usually are overdosed 
with both when they are children. In addition, such a challenging Sun-Neptune 
aspect reflects an atmosphere that requires spiritual growth. Lundsted described 
the typical family circumstances usually accompanying this configuration:

The father tries to develop spirituality, tries to find himself in the universe, 
but it seems that he misses out on the spiritual awareness that is necessary 
for his own particular form of spiritual growth. Perhaps his interest in 
religion is rather perverse, and his religious trip (or antireligion trip) 
prohibits him from developing as he needs to.306 
While Jung and Machado owed their philological abilities to their fathers, 

their mothers taught them to perceive the hidden meanings in each event. In his 
poetry Machado would describe the warmth of his mother, Anna Ruiz Hernández. 
He would miss “the good light of the blossoming world” 307 that he saw one day 
from her hands. During the troubled times of his life Machado would strive to 
feel again in his hand “the pulse in the good hand of our mother,” which guides 
us out of love.308

Machado told this story as a myth, attributing the development of the 
philosophical core of his personality to his mother. Once as a child he was 
walking with his mother with a stick of sugarcane in his hand. Suddenly he saw 
another child with a similar stick. He thought that his sugarcane was the biggest 
one. Yet his mother answered that he was wrong, adding, “have you no eyes in 
your head?” These simple words, said in the right moment, became extremely 
powerful: 
303  Ibid., p. 20. 
304  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, p. 40.
305  A. Machado, Juan de Mairena, tr, Ben Belitt, 
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963, p. 2.
306  B. Lundsted, Astrological Insights into Personality, 
San Diego, ACS Publications, 1980, p. 141.
307  A. Machado, Times Alone, 
Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 53.
308  Ibid., p. 69.
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It seems hardly possible that such a trivial happening could have exerted 
so powerful an influence on my life. Whatever I am today, the good and 
the bad together, whatever remains of failure or reflection, I attribute to 
my memory of the sugarcane.309 
Later as a mature poet Machado came to conclusion that poetry, “is always an 

act of clairvoyance,”310 and that he owed his perceptive abilities to his mother’s 
lesson.

“To some extent I perceive the processes going on in the background, and 
that gives me an inner certainty,”311 Jung used to say. The success of his work was 
based on his outstanding ability to perceive the other in an almost clairvoyant 
way, to listen to him patiently, and than to find the most fitting words to describe 
the observed phenomena. 

Jung believed that his ability to perceive something, which he supposed he 
could not know at all, he owed to his mother, Emily Preiswerk. Jung’s maternal 
grandparents demonstrated unusual psychic abilities such as talking with spirits 
or having second sight. Emily had a literary gift, but she married at the young age 
of 17 and never nurtured her literary or mediumistic abilities. 

Jung remembered: “My mother was a good mother for me. She had 
hearty animal warmth, cooked wonderfully, and was most companionable and 
pleasant.”312 Yet the warmth was only one of the faces of his mother. Her second 
face was that of a visionary woman whose psychic powers expressed themselves 
powerfully but unpredictably. This second personality of his mother had a talent 
to say “exactly what fitted the situation.”313 Jung remembered that when this 
second “archaic” nature of his mother was emerging: “...she would then speak as 
if talking to herself, but what she said was aimed at me and usually struck to the 
core of my being, so that I was stunned into silence.” 314

Like Machado, Jung believed that he inherited his mother’s gift “of seeing 
people and things as they are.” 315 Later this gift to perceive beyond the visible 
reality made both men great philosophers. Yet in their childhood the very same 
gift made both boys slow and solitary pupils. Neither liked the monotonic, almost 
hypnotizing atmosphere of the boring school years. 

Although Antonio attended one of the most liberal schools in Madrid, he was 
found to be torpid and slow, because the school lessons oriented to ‘outward’ 
knowledge were not suited to his philosophic ‘inward-oriented’ mind. Later 
Machado would describe the peculiar slowness of his mind in the portrait of 

309  A. Machado, Juan de Mairena, tr, Ben Belitt, 
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963, pp. 68-69.
310  Ibid., p. 68.
311  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, 
New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, pp. 355-356.
312  Ibid., p. 48. 
313  Ibid., p. 51.
314  Ibid., p. 49.
315  Ibid., p. 50.
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Mairena, who was in his own words “intellectually hard of hearing” in the sense 
that he was slow to reply to the questions addressed to him. On one occasion he 
answered not at all – lost in “absent-mindedness, trance, self-absorption.”316 

During Jung’s school years the teachers regarded him as stupid and superficial. 
“A kind of silent despair developed which completely ruined school for me,” Jung 
remembered.317 When his classmates were dealing with mathematical formulas, 
he was lost in philosophic questions as to the nature of these numbers and symbols. 
As Mairena, he was doomed to silence because nobody could understand the 
profoundness of his problems. As Machado, he constantly daydreamed. 

Jung related that he used to sit on a stone in the garden thinking over a 
perplexing question: “Am I the one who is sitting on the stone, or am I the stone 
on which he is sitting?”318 This pattern of thought looks odd to most “ordinary” 
people. Coincidentally, Machado was puzzled by the same kind of problems: 
“The eye you see is not/ an eye because you see it: / it is an eye because it sees 
you.”319 

Their academic performances improved with time. Yet even later, when Jung 
became a doctor, he did not easily adjust to his new community and withdrew 
into his own private world. “My concentration and self-imposed confinement 
alienated me from my colleagues,”320 so Jung would describe this peculiar “self 
absorption” of his mind, which was so similar to that of Machado-Mairena.

The end of Machado and Jung school’s days coincided with the death of 
their fathers — 1893 and 1896, respectively. Although both young men had to 
support their mothers, suddenly both became more involved in social life and 
more impulsive than usual. At that time Machado was working for Eduardo 
Benot, developing a dictionary of synonyms. He also contributed articles to 
newspapers and played a few minor parts in the theater. Twice, for a short period 
in 1899 and then again in 1902 he went to Paris to work as a translator. In Paris 
Antonio befriended Rubén Darío, the founder of the new modernismo movement 
in poetry. He also met there many other poets and writers, such as Oscar Wilde, 
Jean Moréa and Juan Jiménez.

Later Machado would be remembered as a gentle schoolmaster in Spanish 
provincial towns. The Russian writer Ehrenburg wrote that Machado was a kind 
man, who knew how to be tolerant of the weaknesses of others and to find some 
grain of goodness or beauty in everything. Yet Ehrenburg knew only an old 
Machado. 

In his youth there was also a bohemian Machado, who in the company of 
his brother Manuel used to drink in the best-known cafés. There was also the 

316  A. Machado, Juan de Mairena, 
tr, Ben Belitt, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963, p. XV.
317  V. Brome, Jung, New York, Atheneum, 1978, p. 48.
318  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, .p. 20.
319  A. Machado, Times Alone, 
Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 143.
320  V. Brome, Jung, New York, Atheneum, 1978, p. 73.
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Machado involved in street fighting in Paris protesting against the Dryfuss affair. 
When Machado described Mairena as one of the most inflammable people in the 
world, he thought, perhaps, of the real Machado who in 1899 kept a revolver in 
his dressing table and once drew it on an unfortunate tailor who had wanted him 
to pay his bills.

Meanwhile, in 1895 Jung matriculated at the Medical School of Basel 
University. His father died barely a year after Jung entered the university. In 
order to continue his studies Carl decided to ask for financial loans from his 
relatives. Surprisingly, his personality went through a temporary metamorphosis, 
and it was as if another new extraverted self emerged from him. This new self 
was capable of getting drunk and enjoyed asserting itself with an abrasive force. 
Jung was also able to sit in the student pub through the night, steadily drinking 
beer and forgetting his mother and sister waiting at home. 

Jung’s image as a kind, pensive person projecting the smiling serenity of the 
Wise Man differed strongly from the turbulent image he projected during the first 
half of his life. Later Jung tried to explain his erratic behavior by the existence of 
what he called his “demon”: “There was a demon in me... It overpowered me and 
if I was at times ruthless it was because I was in the grip of the demon.” 321 When 
Jung offended some people, it was because the demon insisted that he should not 
tolerate their inability to understand him. Coincidentally, in his poems Machado 
described his uncontrollable, rude and insensitive demon “Buffoon.”322

In Basel Jung gradually became attracted to parapsychological phenomena. 
This interest came to him through participation in family spiritual seances held 
by his mediumistic cousin, Helene Preiswerk. In 1898 Jung had the most vivid 
and striking dreams with “blooming landscapes, endless blue seas and sunny 
shores, but often with images of strange roads in the dark night.” In these dreams 
he went “alone on deserted paths facing an impenetrable darkness.”323 Gradually 
Jung came to believe that these dreams mirrored his reality. At the same period 
Machado’s dreams were reminiscent of those of Jung: “Dreams have winding/ 
roads going over the embittered/ earth, labyrinthine paths, / parks in flower, 
and in darkness and in silence.”324 In their dreams both celestial twins had a 
premonition of their future unique path. In 1899 Machado wrote his first dream 
poems, while Jung, having read his first textbook on psychiatry, decided to 
become a psychiatrist.

Machado published his first collection of poems Solitudes in 1902 and in 
1907 its enlarged version named Solitudes, Galleries and Other Poems. In these 
poems Machado explored the “galleries” of his own mind. He descended into 
his dreams, looked to them for guidance, went further and further downward, 
searching for refreshing water. As a result of an intense concentration on his 

321  V. Brome, Jung, New York, Atheneum, 1978, p. 20.
322  A. Machado, Selected Poems of Antonio Machado, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1978, p. 57.
323  G. Wehr, Jung. A Biography, Boston, Shambala, 1988, p. 63.
324  A. Machado, Times Alone, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 31.
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inner life, his poems questioned the nature of the universal man and his soul; they 
also investigated the character of emotion, reason and memory. It was a painful 
effort, but at the end, he felt that the demon of his dreams opened the enchanted 
garden of yesterday.

Finally Machado came to the conclusion that, “the poet knows / the eternal 
labor/ of the golden bees/ of his dreams,” and that he must learn to “produce 
the new honey/ with ancient pains.”325 Machado imagined himself as a kind of 
ancient alchemist: his heart was the beehive, in which the poet’s suffering was 
transformed into the honey of poetry. In a fierce vision Machado imagined that as 
the result of this magic work a beautiful transformation of the old failures would 
occur and the poet’s heart would become a “fierce sun” where God dwelled.

Written independently of Jung’s later alchemical works, Machado’s poems 
could serve as an outline of the purposes of Jung’s analytical psychology, which 
tried to transform our psyche through a new awareness of the significance of 
dreams and through the painful process of individuation.

Meanwhile, in 1900 Jung completed his studies in Basel and applied for 
a position at the Burghölzli, the psychiatric clinic of the University of Zürich. 
His extraverted days were over; he withdrew into his private world, becoming 
completely absorbed in his work. In his spare time he read an entire 50-volume 
course of psychiatry and studied such philosophers as Schopenhauer, Kant, 
Nietzsche and Hartmann. In 1902 Jung presented his medical dissertation The 
psychology and pathology of so-called occult phenomena. In spite of the different 
‘outward’ roads they trod, Jung presented his first significant work the same year 
as Machado published his Solitudes. In addition, Jung elaborated the results 
of these psychiatric studies in a series of articles in 1907 – the year Machado 
published his enlarged version of Solitudes. Moreover, in the winter of 1902-03 
Jung, like Machado, studied in Paris. 

In the early 1900s Machado turned away from his bohemian habits, choosing 
a career as a secondary school teacher of French. Around 1906 he passed the 
examination and in 1907 he landed his first position as a teacher at Soria, a 
provincial town in Northern Spain. At the same time Jung began his lecturing 
career. In 1905 he got a position as a Privatdozent (lecturer) at the University of 
Zürich. 

Back to Jung’s time at the psychiatric clinic Burghölzli, in 1903 the director 
of the clinic, Bleuler, had introduced Jung to the so-called association research, 
in which he studied patients’ peculiar responses to stimulus words. Jung found 
that these reactions were caused by emotionally charged clusters of associations 
withheld from conscious because of their disagreeableness to patients’ content. 
He used the now popular term complex to describe such a condition. Working 
out these ideas, Jung found exciting parallels between Freud’s Interpretation of 
Dreams and his own work. This discovery was later to change his life since 
his findings confirmed many of Freud’s ideas and brought him recognition as 

325  A. Machado, Selected Poems of Antonio Machado, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1978, p. 51.
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a promising psychiatrist. Coincidentally, while Jung experimentally studied 
these complexes, Machado was under the influence of Dario’s ideas of poetry as 
causing a complex sensations associated with the word.

In Soria Machado settled into a modern boardinghouse, and soon he fell in 
love with Leonor Izquierdo, the young daughter of his landlady. Leonor had 
just turned 15 when he married her in 1909. Machado’s good fortune reached 
its zenith when he received a fellowship to study philosophy in Paris. He saw in 
philosophy his true vocation, and he was happy to study it under such a famous 
scholar as Bergson. Yet soon Leonor fell gravely ill with tuberculosis and the 
couple had to return to Soria, where Machado devoutly nursed his wife until 
her death in 1912. For the poet it was a nearly mortal blow. Machado thought 
of taking his own life, and only his ethical sense, a moral requirement to use 
his poetic talent, prevented him from doing so. Unable to bear the memories of 
Leonor, he transferred to Baeza, another provincial town on the Guadalquiver 
River. There he spent the following seven years, described as the most crucial 
years of his life.

When in Rebirth Machado imagined his soul as a young woman, exclaiming: 
“Passageways of the soul! The soul like a young woman!”326 he was not married 
yet, and he did not know about Jung’s theory that every man carries within 
himself the eternal image of a woman. According to Jung, this unconscious image 
– anima – is the personification of the feminine nature of a man’s unconscious. 
Since it is unconsciously projected upon the person of a beloved one, it is one of 
the chief reasons for passionate attraction or aversion.

Like Machado, Jung fell in love with his future wife when she was just 15 
years old. By a remarkable premonition he selected Emma Rauschenbach when 
he first saw her at the top of a staircase of a Zürich hotel. Like a flash, it was clear 
to him that she was his destiny. He was deeply shaken by the fact that seeing her 
only for a brief instant, he was yet immediately possessed by the feeling that he 
knew her, loved her and intended to marry her. Six years later Jung proposed to 
Emma, and in 1903 they married. 

There followed a period of gradually increasing “good fortunes” for Jung. 
Emma was a quiet and clever person. Between 1904 and 1914 she gave birth to 
their five children and she proved herself to be a good mother. Jung had founded 
a large family and moved with them in 1908 to a home in Küsnacht, the place he 
loved. His research in word-association tests established him as a psychiatrist of 
international repute and, in addition, he became Freud’s close collaborator. This 
relationship, which developed after their first meeting in Vienna in 1907, was 
one of the most important influences in Jung’s life. While Jung found in Freud a 
father surrogate, capable of healing the childhood traumas left by his frustrated 
father, Freud regarded Jung as his possible successor. 

In spite of all this good fortune Jung was rapidly approaching his midlife 
crisis (1912-1917), caused both by family problems and by splitting from Freud. 

326  A. Machado, Times Alone, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 69.
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At home the responsible mother of a large family now took the place of the 
little girl to whom Jung had once been immediately attracted. Trying to understand 
his problems with Emma, Jung said to Freud that it was not a sexual failure, but 
more likely a social one. Although in 1909 she underwent analysis (Jung himself 
carried it out), and although over the years she managed to carry out analytical 
work herself and to become not only a wife, but a colleague as well, the magic of 
the first love was lost forever. A great friendship between this couple continued 
until Emma’s death in 1955, but Jung’s romantic love was soon given to another 
young woman. Perhaps, Jung’s anima was always just a young girl, who treated 
him as her exclusive love and did not threaten him with possible children.

Although Jung was very secretive in his intimate life, some of his affairs 
became widely known. One of the reasons for this was that from the beginning 
of his private practice an ever-growing circle of “Jung ladies” began to form. 
The most significant relationship was formed with Toni (Antonia) Wolf: this  
lifelong friendship lasted for four decades. Toni came to Jung as a patient in 
1910, when she was 21 years old. A lonely person, she had a remarkable intellect 
with excellent feeling for philosophy and religion. She also wrote poetry, which 
Jung admired and believed to be of the same caliber as Goethe’s. 

Through Toni Jung discovered that for him there were two types of women. 
One was the “Wife and Mother” who found fulfillment in her children; the other 
was the woman who shared man’s intellectual pursuits and inspired his creative 
self. Presumably, Toni became to Jung his “Femme Inspiratrice,” who due to her 
mediumistic abilities helped him to develop his theories of anima. Toni became 
even a part of Jung’s family, being their regular guest for Sunday dinner. For 
Jung, she always remained his Hetaera (man’s companion) and his Medium 
(a mediator between the conscious and unconscious), leaving the role of Mother 
and Wife to Emma.

Although the true nature of Jung’s intimate relationship with Toni would 
be never known (after her death Jung destroyed all their correspondence), the 
appearance of Toni caused a profound shock in his life. Due to Toni, he found 
that it was impossible for him to adhere to monogamy. Nevertheless, Jung was 
not characterized as a promiscuous husband. His attitude to women was idealistic 
and romantic. According to Broom, Jung’s portrait is that of a man who would sit 
on a summer evening in a private place looking out on the lake, and in his deep, 
resonant voice would quote something, looking at a woman of whatever age, as 
if she were a young girl he had just fallen in love with. These descriptions are as 
if reflected in Machado’s Portrait:

A great seducer I was not, nor the lover of Juliet;
 – the oafish way I dress is enough to say that – 
but the arrow Cupid planned for me I got,
and I loved whenever woman found a home in me.327

327  A. Machado, Times Alone, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 83.
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“The oafish way I dress,” – Jung looked like a Swiss peasant in his faded blue 
denims and sandals, while Machado’s shabby figure in his fabulous old Castilian 
raincoat was easily recognized everywhere.

“I loved whenever woman found a home in me,” – perhaps, Jung himself 
would not be able to describe better his relationships with his female patients-
students who looked for a home in him to escape from the outer world. 

It is notable that Machado was attracted to young, fragile girls unable to 
bear children. His first love to Leonor was known to be more compassion than 
passion; the only poems he devoted to her were written after her death. It is also 
notable that Machado’s image as an inconsolable widower was not true. His heart 
experienced another significant love. From about 1927 he was in great secrecy 
engaged in a romantic affair with a young woman who entered Spanish literature 
under the mysterious name of Guiomar. All details concerning this affair remain 
somewhat hazy. At first Machado’s biographers thought that Guiomar was 
fictitious; later scholars established that she was Pilar de Valderrama, a married 
woman who was half Machado’s age.

For Machado, Guiomar became his “Femme Inspiratrice.” Like Toni, she 
was very intelligent, had excellent literary taste, and was a poet and philosopher 
herself. Given Machado’s ethical sensibilities, for the outer world Guiomar 
remained not a lover but only a muse, who inspired the final flowering of his late 
poetry.

Back to their mid-life crisis. Machado’s crisis was caused not only by the 
death of Leonor. As a result of her illness he dropped his studies in Paris and 
his chance to teach philosophy. Jung’s deep crisis was not caused merely by the 
problems of his divided anima, but also by the fact that his scientific work came 
to a stop. In 1909 he left the clinic as a result of personal differences with its 
director. In 1913 his collaboration with Freud also ended. 

For Jung, the break with Freud was almost unbearable. He felt completely 
disorientated. There was a temporary dearth of patients, his psychiatric practice 
declined, and he resigned from the university. Jung suffered to the point of near-
madness as if he had reached a dead end. One day in December 1913, unable 
to understand one of his dreams, he remembered that a loaded revolver was in 
the drawer of his night table. He felt that if he did not succeed this time he 
would have to kill himself. Astonishingly, Jung and Machado simultaneously 
considered suicide!

Machado’s biographers believed that he thought and dreamed about death 
because of Leonor’s death. Then why were most of Jung’s dreams those days 
also connected with corpses or with dying? Some would say that the reason was 
in a ‘mid-life crisis,’ yet not all people reach a dead point in their middle years. 
Some would say that it was the result of a final separation from his father image, 
yet only a few would experience that event as Jung did. Astrologers would 
mention the prolonged Neptune transition over the Sun, pointing to the period of 
possible loneliness when one must abandon his ideals and reformulate his aims 
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in life. Yet not each person would experience that transit the same way as Jung 
and Machado did. 

The following period became the years of isolation and reevaluation of the 
aims of their lives. In Baeza (1912-19) Machado retreated into the world he 
termed ‘metaphysical.’ The poet sank more than ever into meditative isolation 
and wrote poems evoking the memory of his late wife. Yet always a student of 
ideas, he gradually began to read such philosophers as Descartes, Kant, Hegel 
and Leibniz. In 1915 in his spare time Machado started studying for a philosophy 
degree at Madrid University. His vision of the problems of time and death was 
maturing into a complete philosophic system, which found its expression in the 
epigrammatic Proverbs and Songs and later was presented in the apocryphal 
works of Abel Martin and Juan de Mairena. The tormented years of intense 
grief became also the years when Machado completed his philosophical studies, 
earning a degree in 1918. In 1919, when Machado got a new appointment in 
Segovia, he was already a celebrity. 

Meanwhile, during the prolonged confrontation with his unconscious Jung 
descended to the bottom of his dreams discovering in them an embodiment 
of what he later was to call his shadow self, the unconscious dark side of the 
dreamer’s being. It was as if Jung took seriously Machado’s advice: “Look for 
your other half / who walks always next to you / and tends to be what you aren’t.”328 

Jung’s deep self-investigation brought a fear of madness and caused violent 
resistance to any further exploration. Only the knowledge that his patients would 
experience similar fear drew him to overcome it. This painful process would 
seem to be described in Machado’s Poet :

  And he learned how life is made of pain and thirst.
  And he knew compassion for the hunter and the stag,
  for victim and the thief,
  for the bird scared by the hawk,
  and for the savage hawk.
  ...
  And the demon of his dreams opened the enchanted garden 
  Of yesterday. How fair it was!329

 When Jung was already on the edge of breakdown, he had a vision of Elijah, 
the prophet, who came to him in the image of Philemon. Walking up and down in 
the garden, giving the impression of a madman listening to his voices, Jung held 
extensive conversations with Philemon, who became for him almost as real as 
a living person. Eventually Philemon became his spiritual guru who taught him 
the truth of existence.

Jung’s experience with Philemon resembled exactly Machado’s encounter 

328  A. Machado, Times Alone, 
Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 147.
329  A. Machado, Selected Poems of Antonio Machado, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1978, p. 17. 
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with Juan de Mairena. Machado remembered that the personality of Mairena had 
come to him involuntarily in the days of his youth, when this professor used to 
visit him in the silence of his study. The uninvited visitor, a pleasant man, would 
talk for hours, while the poet gladly listened, carefully taking notes in his diary. 
Then, one day these notes “sprang out” of his study to appear as articles in the 
newspapers.

Later Jung saw the ego “as a fragile archipelago of islands floating in the dark 
sea of the collective unconscious.” According to him, these islands are made up 
“of the nuclear ego plus partial egos.”330 Allegedly connected with Jung’s own 
peculiar multiple personalities, this definition is very impressive in connection  
with the singular phenomenon of Machado’s ‘complementaries’– his fictive 
identities. 

The known history of Machado’s ‘others’ began in the early 1920s when he 
wrote some strange Apocryphal songs, in which he projected himself through 
Abel Martin, an imaginary philosopher and metaphysician. Abel Martin 
remained a part of Machado’s life for more than a decade, until Martin’s student, 
a philosopher and professor of physical education, Juan de Mairena, gradually 
replaced him. 

Born in Seville in 1865 and buried in 1904, Mairena became Machado’s 
model of the ideal professor who offered philosophy, humor and an original 
existential outlook. Juan de Mairena, which included the epigrams, maxims and 
memoirs of the apocryphal professor, became the most singular invention in the 
whole of 20th century’s literature. Several researchers have treated the problem of  
Machado’s other personalities. A complete catalogue of Machado’s ‘others’ was 
published and Machado’s researchers drew clear distinctions between the literary 
pseudonym and a Machadian ‘complementary.’ These Machado “doubles” were 
ascribed to the voices of the ‘wise men’ in Machado, and the conclusion was 
reached that a full understanding of Machado’s ‘complementaries’ might well 
require some kind of depth psychology. 

While scholarly critics tried in vain to understand this singular phenomenon, 
Machado thought it to be a perfectly normal state of things. From the days of 
his solitary youth he used to communicate with his imaginary teachers. In his 
Portrait (1908), Machado already mentioned his “talks with the others,” with 
“the man who walks alone with me” and “who taught me the secret of loving 
human beings.”331

Machado treated Mairena and Martin as truly existing entities and not as the 
results of his own creation. In this attitude he was identical to Jung, who was 
sure that he had a second personality, which was the soul of a person, who had 
lived in the 18th century. From his school days Jung had been aware that he, like 
his mother, had a second personality. The first personality, which Jung called          
No. 1, was the torpid son of his parents. The second personality, No. 2, was an 

330  R. W. Brockway, Young Carl Jung, Wilmette, Ill., Chiron Publication, 1996, p. 96.
331  A. Machado, Times Alone, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 83.
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old, wise man, who looked down from above with reflective calm, analyzing all 
the contradictory elements of each situation. Jung soon learned how to pass into 
this state of calmness, as exemplified by his No. 2. 

Jung denied any pathological explanation of his early experiences. On the one 
hand, he explained that every individual should have these other personalities; 
on the other hand, he claimed that only very few would be able to perceive 
them. Although both celestial twins believed that the phenomenon of multiple 
personalities should be a normal occurrence, both nevertheless restricted the 
perception of them to special clairvoyant people. Jung believed in existence 
of “specially selected people being vessels of grace through which certain 
revelations were conveyed to enrich the lives of ordinary human beings.”332 His 
own state of mind, when he was open to No. 2, Jung described as a state “of 
sheer poetry of the spirit.”333 A similar state of mind Machado has described as “a 
revelation of Being to consciousness.”334 

In addition to the lifelong No. 2 personality, Jung had also other experiences 
of talking with the “others.” While Machado’s secret voice taught him love of 
human beings, Jung believed that he learned cosmic secrets from his spiritual 
teachers, the spirits of Elijah and Philemon. 

Much has been written about Jung and Machado’s multiple personalities. 
Psychiatrists have tried to diagnose schizophrenia; literary critics have tended 
to see singular literary invention; mystics have looked for the astral bodies. 
Whatever the reason for this amazing phenomenon, it is clear that in the times of 
Jung and Machado such phenomena were singularly rare. This fact reduces the 
chances of the ‘plain coincidence’ that these two people with the same Theta-
factor also had by chance similar complementary wise personalities.

Back to Jung’s life. The first signs of his recovery became apparent in 1916, 
but only in 1919 Jung did finally emerge from his crisis as a new man. He 
emerged from this period with a complete set of ideas for further research, which 
later would lead him into a detailed study of comparative religions, Gnosticism, 
mythology and alchemy. 

One of the immediate results of the meditative years was Jung’s recognition 
that he always needed his privacy. In 1920 he set out for Algiers, feeling himself 
free from his family, mistress and patients. After his return from the Sahara he 
found a solitary place in Bollingen, where he could concentrate on his self-
realization. From the early 1920s Jung’s No. 1 would spend his time with his 
family in Küsnacht, while No. 2 would have his regular meditations or occasional 
weekends with Toni in Bollingen.

Meanwhile, Machado divided his time between Segovia and Madrid. In 
Segovia he was a quiet teacher, in Madrid he participated in the literary ventures 
of his brother and spent his time in cafes. In 1927 Machado’s literary reputation 

332  V. Brome, Jung, New York, Atheneum, 1978, p. 203.
333  Ibid., p. 195.
334  A. Machado, Juan de Mairena, 
tr, Ben Belitt, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963, p. XX.
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was so high that he was elected to the Spanish Royal Academy. His poetry in 
the twenties was shot through with paradoxes blending philosophical and poetic 
messages in a simple way. In 1931 Machado became a professor of Spanish 
literature in Madrid, yet almost all his creative energies were given to Juan de 
Mairena published in 1936. 

Machado was a convinced liberal, and when the democracy in Spain was in 
danger, he began to write for the liberal cause. Not a prolific writer, he suddenly 
was able to produce each day fierce articles for the front-line press. He defended 
democracy in every possible way, and the defeat of the Republic made his life 
unbearable. Machado first fled to Valencia; then he began his flight to the border 
of France, plodding along the terrible winter roads of the frontier. During the 
flight he developed pneumonia and died on February 22, 1939, surviving in exile 
for just three weeks. 

Machado was always attracted to the idea of death. Jiménez said of him 
that, “even as a child he sought death, the dead and decay...”335 In his Poet and 
Death death is compared to a fiancée, with whom he would be glad to stay alone. 
Machado, who believed that man should know how to do things well, to think 
well, and to die well, had described a proper death in The Death of Abel Martin. 
In its last scene when the ultimate human fatigue arrives, “serene, he [Abel 
Martine] took/ the clean glass, raised to his cold mouth; /of pure shadow – oh, 
pure shadow! – it was full.”336

Jung was attracted to death at least from the age of four. He used to speak 
about death as a sacred marriage, giving an example of the pious Cabalist Rabbi 
Simon bar Jochai, whose wedding was celebrated in the other world the day he 
died. On the day when the exhausted 85-year-old Jung was about to die in his 
bed, his last words to his friend Ruth Bailey were: “Let’s have a really good wine 
tonight,”337 and with that he dispatched her to the cellars. When she came back, 
Jung had already, like Abel Martin, drunk his “glass of pure shadow.”

Jung died at a ripe old age, but this was not his first encounter with death. 
During WWII he had gone through what today is known as a near-death  
experience. According to him, his later life was given to him as a miraculous gift.

In the thirties Jung developed his psychotherapeutic methods. In 1932 the city 
of Zürich awarded him its prize for literature. From 1933 he became a professor of 
psychology in Zürich. However, the normal course of Jung’s life was interrupted 
during WWII. At the age of 64, motivated almost by an apocalyptic feeling, Jung 
plunged into political activity, running as a candidate in the elections for the 
Swiss national assembly. When a German attack was expected any moment, 
Jung, with the dreadful feeling that night had descended over Europe, fled to the 
mountains near Saanen.

335  M. Seymour-Smith, Macmillan Guide to Modern World Literature, 
London, The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1985, p. 1220.
336  A. Machado, Selected Poems of Antonio Machado, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1978, p. 133.
337  V. Brome, Jung, New York, Atheneum, 1978, p. 273.
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Jung’s sense of being old and useless appeared suddenly in 1939 and grew 
constantly. His heart began to trouble him; periods of dark depression descended 
on him. In February 1944 he was on one of his extensive walks (both celestial 
twins were fond of walking), when he slipped on a patch of snow and broke a 
fibula. As he was being treated in Zürich’s hospital, severe thrombosis of lungs 
and heart unexpectedly developed. Jung was at death’s door and remained so 
for several weeks. Extraordinary visions of the other world overtook him while 
he hung on the edge of life. He saw himself high in the space, looking on the 
Earth and enjoying the gloriously blue light. Then his doctor was ‘delegated’ to 
him from Earth demanding his immediate return. Jung returned, but the doctor 
suddenly died, as if his life had been exchanged for that of Jung. 

The scenario of Jung’s illness was very close to Machado’s dying – cold 
February, winter roads, depression, unexpected problems with lungs, three weeks 
of illness. One of the celestial twins went forever, while another miraculously 
came back. 

Jung’s recovery was very slow, and he wrote in 1945 to his friend that the 
angel of death had struck him down and almost succeeded in his mission. He 
had been “practically an invalid ever since.”338 Jung’s additional years he spent 
in writing, retaining to the end of his life his love of simple things: the Swiss 
countryside, peasant lore and life in the open air.

The short dialogue between the ideas of these great dreamers is ended. The 
biographers used to call their lives uneventful, readily accepting Jung’s and 
Machado’s own attitudes. Yet it seems that this is an oversimplified picture. 
Many would envy Jung’s short expeditions to Africa, America and India. Many 
would wish to taste at least some of Machado’s bohemian experiences in Paris. 
Many would envy their meetings with Freud or Wilde, their great love and their 
fame. The fact that these celestial twins valued the events of their inner life more 
than their outer reflections does not make their lives dull. On the contrary, it 
seems that the inner perspective makes these to be lives woven of a number of 
levels, and therefore these lives are, in fact, more exciting and enthralling than 
most so-called ‘eventful’ lives.

In the end, I would like to let these celestial twins themselves summarize 
what they thought about their lives. Jung wrote:

I don’t want to prescribe a way to other people, because I know that my 
way has been prescribed to me by a hand far above my reach... I am only 
trying to be a decent tool and don’t feel grand at all.339

Machado as if added:
  In our souls everything
  moves guided by a mysterious hand.
  We know nothing of our own souls
  that are ununderstandable and say nothing. 340

338  V. Brome, Jung, New York, Atheneum, 1978, p. 244.
339  G. Wehr, Jung. A Biography, Boston, Shambala, 1988, p. 1.
340  A. Machado, Times Alone, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press, 1983, p. 69.
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Astrological and Theta-factor insights

People look for reasonable explanations or justifications for each kind of 
human behavior. For example, it is reasonable to explain that Antonio Machado 
was a devoted Republican and did not accept Catholicism in its usual form due 
to “nature-nurture” factors, which included his father’s anticlerical heritage and 
his liberal education. Yet... Manuel Machado was just one year older than him; 
they had the same parents (similar heredity); they were brought up in the same 
house; they were educated at the same institute in Madrid (they even entered it 
the same year). 

Both brothers became litterateurs and from time to time they lived together 
in Paris and Madrid. They loved each other and wrote plays together. In spite of 
all this, they were different. Manuel loved fame and enjoyed the luxury of his 
country house (versus the fabulous poverty and simplicity of Antonio). Manuel 
turned against his father’s liberal traditions and became a clerically minded 
supporter of Franco. To some extent, the story of the two Machado brothers, 
supporting the opposite political forces, symbolized the tragedy of the civil war 
in Spain.

At the same time, far from Spain, born in a family of a Swiss Protestant vicar, 
there was a man who had values similar to those of Antonio Machado. A simple 
way of life, neglect of luxuries, the true quest for spirituality, readiness to defend 
democracy against fascism – all these values were common to the celestial twins 
and were different from those held by Machado’s brother. 

In the case of Jung and Machado it might be concluded that the common 
Theta-factor influenced their personalities much more strongly than their early 
environment or genetic factors. Moreover, the similarity of their lives and ideas 
puts in question the tendencies to present Machado’s poetry as the embodiment 
of the “Spanish soul,” or to present Jung’s scientific work as the embodiment of 
“Swiss traditions.” Born as Swiss or as Spaniard, as Protestant or as Catholic, each 
of them independently heard the voice of his Higher Self, willingly turning to be 
a servant of God’s will and a vessel for God’s grace. Both directly experienced 
the Grace of Being, and that Grace did not have any nationality. They spoke 
different languages, but they brought the same universal messages to the world.

Jung’s and Machado’s lives are vividly reflected in the brief insights into 
the main characteristics of their Sign, Leo, written by Hickey. Astrologically, 
Leo is a sign of self-consciousness, but whether Leo people are constructive or 
destructive in their approach to life “depends on who drives their chariot; self 
or Self.” For that reason it is important to them to learn a “dominion over their 
own unsubjugated forces.” When Leos enthrone their ego where their Higher 
Self should be, they may become arrogant, egotistical and bombastic. When 
they evolve and are willing to be servants of all, they demonstrate dignity and 
integrity. The key word of Leo is “I will.” The main problem for them is to realize 
whose “will” is the real will: that of the ego, or that of God.341

341  I.M. Hickey, Astrology, a Cosmic Science, USA, CRCS Publications, 1992, pp.18-19.
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These insights fit the complex personalities of these celestial twins. Their 
so-called multiple personalities may be considered as embodiments of their 
“unsubjugated forces,” where Jung’s No. 1 is his ego, while No. 2 is his higher 
self. This description also reflects the differences between the different Machado 
“others.” 

The problem of Leo’s keyword “I will” became the central point of Jung’s 
and Machado’s self-realization. Both concluded that they were only “vessels” or 
“tools” of God’s will. According to Machado, poets are made only by the Grace 
of God, while Jung put it explicitly: “nothing matters but fulfilling His [God’s] 
will, otherwise all is folly and meaningless.”342

Machado and Jung pursued the Leo’s main task, i.e. bringing to the world an 
understanding heart. An anecdotic coincidence: during the flight from Spain in 
flames and through occupied Paris, Ehrenburg lost almost all his property, except 
for a small book of Machado’s with the signature of the author that he kept close 
to his heart. Was it because Machado was a true Leo? At least according to Jung’s 
daughter, Greta Jung-Bauman, Jung was impelled to become an explorer of the 
hidden depths of the soul by his birth sign, Leo, and by the planetary positions at 
the moment of his birth. 

Comparing three different pairs of celestially twinned poets born in three 
consecutive signs stresses the basic archetypal differences in their way of 
experiencing the universe. Milosz and Voloshin, born in Gemini, thought that 
they actually saw God inside themselves; they wanted to be the co-creators of 
the divine words. Crane and Hemingway, born in Cancer, worshipped the ecstasy 
of feelings; through words they tried to stimulate the same strong feelings in the 
others. Jung and Machado led a dialogue with God, with demons, with time, 
and with the collective unconscious. Three pairs of poets, three different Theta-
factors, three different worlds, three types of different destinies. 

342  C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections, New York, Pantheon Books, 1963, p. 40.


